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Title of Item

Reporting

Description of item
After releasing $1,890 from last year's lounge leftovers we have
$5,670 free for future decision.
Total budget in account $10,590 and using rate is right (63% for
both running time and budget)

In addition to step we would like to add another exercise class
during the week.the long wait list and huge interest of current
participant rise the current offer which has the advantage of being
Secretarya continuing healthy and enjoyable event.
Treasurer
kickbox class
20*20=400 asking wec 200 ($60 per class, 10 classes)
We're planning to hold a miniature (compared to past years')
Chinese New Year's Party in the lounge in February, featuring
Recycling and
traditional Chinese food sampling, crafts & lantern puzzle with
Floor Rep
Chinese New
prizes, handmade dim-sum/dumpling onsite (learn to DIY), light
Coordinators
Year's Party
decoration, etc. This event will be westgate only and no tickets.
I'd like to hold a baking competition for residents on a Saturday in
February. There will be 2 categories-- savory & sweet. All
residents will be invited to sample and vote on the winners.
Budget-- $30 for prizes for the 2 winners, $40 for small
Graduate
Baking
participation prize for each contestant ($2-3/contestant), $10 for
Coordinators
Competition
drinks
We want to have a cookie decorating party for kids for Valentine's
Parents Resource Valentine's Day
day. We'll have cookies, frosting/sprinkles, etc. and possibly a
Coordinators
Cookie Decorating craft. We'd like $60 to buy supplies, it probably will cost less.

1/17/2013 16:44:
15 President
Treasurer

On-Campus
Residences
Support Systems
Rocking on Ice

MIT RLP are very interested in assessing and overhauling the
way RLP thinks about grad support systems on-campus. They
recognize that there is not enough support, and that there is no
holistic approach, just a lot of sometimes-known piecemeal
approaches. GSC is collecting feedback from all dorms, so any
suggestion or comment from WEC?
Rocking on Ice $10 per person $12 from WEC*30 tockets
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Discussed
passed, priority will
be given to the
current people on
wait list and those
who didn't
participate on step
200 class

1

450 passed.
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$80 passed

2

60 passed
Ideas were raised
as Hubway Bicycle
rental, coffee shop,
coop daycare on
school vacations,
shuttle ride during
weekends
350 passed
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